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The Learna approach
Learna approaches learning in a way that is becoming increasing rare in the current
educational system - we actively acknowledge that each and every child is unique,
and as such, each child learns uniquely. Realising that inspiration and interaction
can spark a child’s interest in learning has been a key in forming the Learna
approach to modern education.
Going beyond traditional methods, Learna aims to get to know each student and
their current skills and knowledge upon enrollment - They are allowed to take in
information at their own pace, making sure no child is left behind by a teacher
rushing the rest of the class ahead of them. We have put an emphasis on making
sure out system allows for the student to feel a true mastery of each subject before
being moving on to the next; affirming their belief in their own abilities, and
rewarding it with skills that can be applied as they move forward.
Learna stays ten steps ahead of traditional schooling not only in their understanding
and encourage approach, but also in their teaching methods. Computers are at the
centre of the students daily education, so whilst they learn long division or even just
basic reading, they are constantly becoming more computer-literate with each class
- an invaluable asset as technology merges with daily life in countless ways. Again,
Learna has taken this approach another pace forward, we’ve created our own
learning software. Each Learna Centre utilises the software as a key tool at the the
very heart of the system, it’s been designed to compliment the schools efforts and
curriculum perfectly.
Essentially, Learna allows education to be passed on as it always should have
been; with understanding, tailoring and open lines of communication been teachers
and students. Those three simple touches can make a world of difference to a
child’s formative years, and how they approach their education.
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